Lab Report

Title: 							

Name:

Date:  

Lab Partner: 

PRE-LAB: (Do this part the night before the lab and e-mail it to me before midnight as an .rtf attachment at smrandy@uoregon.edu so we can be ready to go the next afternoon.)

Purpose: (What are you going to do?)   	

Materials:	(What stuff do you need to do it?  Be thorough, because I'm going to use this to gather up all the materials you might need so they'll be there for you.  Be sure to list any chemicals you might need.) 	

Procedure:  (Try to be as thorough as you can.  If you are, things will be a lot more fun when you get in the lab.  Think about what it will look like when you're doing the procedure. Also, let me know what source you got the procedure from.  If it was a book or magazine, give me enough info so I can find it in the library.  If it was a web-page, link to it in this report or write down the URL.)

Safety Notes:  (Important stuff!  Try to think about:
	What could possibly go wrong?

What can you do to keep that from happening?
What are you going to do if it happens anyway?
Also, look up the Material Safety Data Sheet of every chemical that you are going to be using at www.hazard.com/msds/.  Keep in mind that these are industrial safety precautions for people that are handling 55-gal. drums of the stuff, but they are still a good guide to the hazards of the chemical.) 


POST-LAB: (Do this part the night after the lab and e-mail it to me before midnight as an .rtf attachment at smrandy@uoregon.edu. This will used as documentation for your portfolio assessment.)


Results: (What was the result of the lab?  What actually happened?  Measurements? Observations?)  	



Conclusions:    (What is the explanation for what you saw?  What do you think the significance of it is?  This is the place for your thoughts on the matter.)	

